Amplification of intrinsic fluctuations by the Lorenz equations.
Macroscopic systems (e.g., hydrodynamics, chemical reactions, electrical circuits, etc.) manifest intrinsic fluctuations of molecular and thermal origin. When the macroscopic dynamics is deterministically chaotic, the intrinsic fluctuations may become amplified by several orders of magnitude. Numerical studies of this phenomenon are presented in detail for the Lorenz model. Amplification to macroscopic scales is exhibited, and quantitative methods (binning and a difference-norm) are presented for measuring macroscopically subliminal amplification effects. In order to test the quality of the numerical results, noise induced chaos is studied around a deterministically nonchaotic state, where the scaling law relating the Lyapunov exponent to noise strength obtained for maps is confirmed for the Lorenz model, a system of ordinary differential equations.